To Whom It May Concern,
My wife and I are grateful we built with JCKing Builders. We built our first home fifteen years ago, and
never desired building again. Then, we met Rick with JCKing Builders, and we experienced superb
craftsmanship, relationship, and integrity.
We had a new construction house design in mind, and JCKing Builders created that design. JCKing
Builders gave us everything we were looking for and more. Rick thought of all of the details we had not
considered. He encouraged wider staircases and more room around the island by the appliances, for
example. More room around the island and wider staircases may seem simple, but we increasingly
appreciate the design idea and implementation. The subcontractors Rick worked with were professional
and helpful.
The home was built with care and precision. Safety, resale, and quality were all accounted factors. I
really appreciate that no corners were cut. The emphasis on quality work continues to stand the test of
time. Rick’s intent was to ensure the best for our family, and we are ever grateful.
JCKing’s fabulous service continued after the closing table. Rick has graciously answered any questions.
He continues to be available for help when we need advice in maintaining our home the best way or
wondering about how something was done during construction while we finished our basement. His
knowledge and experience make him a great resource.
We are grateful JCKing Builders worked hard building us the best home possible for the best price
possible. They demonstrated respect for our family and our resources. The quality and craftsmanship
was top notch. They continue to stand by their work and continue to support us in the homeowning
process.
However you can fit JCKing into your plans, you will only benefit through their expertise and guidance.
Their customer service, care, and quality is at its finest. My wife and I are blessed to live in our dream
house thanks to Rick and JCKing Builders. They helped us accomplish a dream. Let them help accomplish
yours.
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